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Introduction to S2S
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that use scenario, strategic planning & facilitation processes

to build the ideas, relationships & alignment that drive success
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Strategy SuccessScenarios

 Scenarios are a range of plausible futures that build a shared 
understanding of how the business environment could unfold to 

surface strategic issues, risks & responses

 Strategy is how an organization improves by taking shared action

 Success is the achievement of an organization’s aim or goals

Strategic
Scanning

Performance 
Management

Strategy 
Development

Strategy 
Implementation

Strategic conversations that drive success

Strategic
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Implementation

Strategic conversations that drive success



Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada

Alberta Advanced Education & Technology 

Alberta Agriculture & Rural Development

Alberta Economic Development

Alberta Employment, Immigration & Industry

Alberta Energy

E.I. du Pont Canada Company

Edmonton International Airport

Emera Energy & Nova Scotia Power

Enbridge Gas Distribution

Enbridge Liquids Pipelines

FPInnovations 

A track record of success with public, private & not-for-profit organizations

Businesses, government departments, associations, NGOs 

and multi-stakeholder groups in many different sectors

Alberta Energy
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Alberta Health Services
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Alberta Pacific Forest Industries Inc.

Canadian Energy Pipeline Association

Canadian Energy Research Institute
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Canadian Gas Association
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City of Edmonton

City of Fort Saskatchewan

Clean Air Strategic Alliance

Devon Canada Corporation

FPInnovations 

Fred du Plessis & Associates

Greater Edmonton Foundation

Health Canada

Industry Canada

Hydrocarbon Upgrading Task Force

Murphy Oil Canada Ltd.

NAFTA  Commission for Environmental Cooperation 

Natural Sciences & Engineering Research Council of Canada

Northern Alberta Development Council

Oil Sands Sustainable Development Secretariat

The QUEST Canada Collaborative 

Sunshine Oilsands Ltd.

Suncor Energy Inc.

Total E&P Canada Ltd.

University of Saskatchewan



Introduction to Scenario Planning





Decisions and Consequences

“… Strategic planning does not deal with

future decisions, but with the futurity

of present decisions …”

Peter DruckerPeter Drucker



1880:      “The phonograph is of no commercial value” 
Thomas Edison

1899:      “Everything that can be invented has been invented”
Charles H. Duell, Commissioner, U.S. Office of Patents

1943:      “I think there is a world market for maybe 5 computers”
Thomas Watson, Chairman of IBM

1964:      “The concept is interesting and well-formed,

The Illusion of Certainty

1964:      “The concept is interesting and well-formed,
but in order to earn better than a 'C,' the idea must be feasible”

Yale University professor’s response to Fred Smith’s paper on the idea of FedEx 

1977:     “There is no reason for individuals to have a computer in their home”
Ken Olson, President, Digital Equipment Corporation 

1979:       IBM forecast for PC sales for the 1980s:         295,000
Actual PC sales 1980 to 1989:  More than  25,000,000



“They couldn’t hit an elephant at that dist…”

Last words of General Sedgewick

Civil War General, Union Army, 1864



The Future is not knowable…yet we must act
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A Scenario Is...

A story, an image, or a map of the future

An interpretation of the present

projected into the futureprojected into the future

An internally consistent story about the path

from the present to a future horizon



Scenarios are Alternative Futures

 Multiple Views with different logics

 Qualitative     Dealing with complex structural change

 Objective       Plausible, internally consistent descriptions

 Focused        Key issues and uncertainties

 Open-ended    Outlines, not precise details



Decisions are Based on Expectations

Future Uncertain

Range of Futures

Future Predictable

Two Perspectives on the Future

Range of Futures

Insight

Robust Strategies

Consensus Future

Accuracy

Optimal Strategy



The Problem with Forecasts

Traditional planning relies on forecasts that:

 May or may not be reasonably accurate

 Are typically based on consensus views

 Assume that tomorrow will be much like today

Forecasts miss significant SHIFTS in the external environment 
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Scenarios Explore a Broader Range of Outcomes

Today
Area of

Plausible
Futures

Tomorrow

Augment your best  forecasts with scenarios
to better manage strategic risk 
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Scenario planning, like an ice cube, structures uncertainty
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Features of a Good Scenario

 Plausible

 Recognizable from the signals of the present

 Creative in exploring new ground and ideas

 Relevant and significant to the organization Relevant and significant to the organization

 Internally consistent

 Challenging



Scenarios Focus on the Right Question...

“The only relevant discussions about the future 

shift the question from 

whether something WILL happen

to

what we would do IF it did happen.”

Arie de Geus



From Scenarios to Strategy



After Scenarios, Comes Strategy



Strategy SuccessScenarios

 Strategy is how an organization improves by taking shared action

Scenarios to StrategyScenarios to Strategy
 Strategic Issues & Responses

 Focus Areas, Goals & Initiatives

 Why, Vision, Mission & Values

 Contingent Strategies

 Signposts & Wind Tunnelling

 Interviews

 Focal Question

 Driving Forces

 Critical Uncertainties

 Develop Scenarios



The S2S Process

Structuring BroadDeeper FEATURE:

1. Engage key stakeholders

2. Deeper strategic conversation

3. Shared understanding of important implications

4. Deeper consideration of strategic risk

5. Better strategic decisions

VALUE: Shared 
Perspectives on 
Strategic Risk

Organizational
Alignment & 
Commitment

Better 
Strategic 
Decisions

Structuring 
External

Uncertainty

Broad
Engagement
on Strategy

Deeper 
Strategic 
Dialogue

FEATURE:



S2S Examples



Summary:  Using Scenarios to Drive Success

 Single Organization Strategy

 Multi-Stakeholder Engagement

 Systems Planning



Single Organization Strategy

 4 sets of 4 long-term scenarios for each of air, water, land & CC 
to surface strategic issues and generate/evaluate strategies

 Informed 10-year vision for Alberta’s environment and identified  
5 strategic focus areas to be addressed in all AENV strategic 
plans for the upcoming 10 years (Cumulative Effects a key Focus Area)

Alberta Environment

Canadian Energy Pipeline AssociationCanadian Energy Pipeline Association

 Fast-track scenario planning project to assist CEPA senior 
management, Board, staff & volunteer committee members

 Surfaced strategic issues and aligned on strategic responses



Single Organization Strategy

 $200 million company looking to grow to $1.8 B by 2018

 Scenarios informed the development of 5 strategic focus areas and 
broad goals and strategic actions for each 

 Vision, mission & values renewal, grew to $1.5 Billion by 2016 

Cervus Equipment Corporation

Enbridge Liquids PipelinesEnbridge Liquids Pipelines

 Scenarios focusing on the future of liquids pipelines in N. America

 Strategic implications surfaced by 140-member senior management 
team in 12 breakout groups, which then informed the development of 
focus areas by plenary, which informed all strategic planning efforts

 Signposts developed as an early warning system for strategic 
adjustments



Multi-Stakeholder Engagement

 Comprehensive multi-stakeholder scenario project focused on the 
growth & competitiveness of Canadian resource processing 
industries (agriculture, aquaculture, energy, forestry & mining)

 Engaged a diverse advisory committee, funding consortium and 
more than 200 participants at 6 regional workshops across Canada

Industry Canada

Oil Sands Sustainable Development Secretariat

 Multi-stakeholder scenarios on the future of oil sands in Alberta

 Implications informed OSSD’s long-term strategic plan: Responsible 

Actions: A Plan for Alberta’s Oil Sands



Multi-Stakeholder Engagement

 200 national conference participants from each of CGA’s natural gas 
utility member companies on a journey to 4 low-carbon futures

 Surfaced the challenges, opportunities & risks for the natural gas 
industry as it  embraced the prospect of a low-carbon future

Canadian Gas Association

Canadian Food Inspection Agency

 Significant multi-year, multi-stakeholder scenario and systems 
mapping project to identify future challenges facing the animal 
health emergency management system

 Developed strategic options to meet challenges with a view to 
proactively improving the system



Systems Planning
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 Multi-stakeholder scenarios used as a vehicle to accelerate the 
QUEST conversation and to surface important opportunities, 
challenges & learnings

 Shared, low-carbon vision and strategic goals for the collaborative

Commission for Environmental Cooperation

Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow

Systems Planning [from Operational to Strategic to Systems Planning]

Commission for Environmental Cooperation

 Tri-national, multi-stakeholder scenario planning and strategy to 
improve the efficiency, competitiveness & environmental 
sustainability of the North American freight transportation system 
(road, rail, air & ports)

 System vision & policy pathways to achieve vision reported to Joint 
Council of Ministers of the Environment for Canada, US & Mexico



Shaping the Future  
Reflections from the Past  

How do perspectives from 2011 stand up in 2020?

What can we learn?



Purpose

To engage you in conversation on the emerging 
forces driving change and the critical uncertainties 
facing society:

 New trends and forces emerging since 2011

 Review of critical uncertainties from 2011: new 
insightsinsights

 Conclusions & observations: How do we find 
common ground?

 Conversation: Your thoughts?



Driving Forces
What new forces have emerged since 2011?

Political

 Populism: anti-authority, anti-elite, polarization

 US-China Rivalry: great power struggle, war by economics

(protectionism; finance; technology)

 Indigenous Rights & Influence: aggressive, legal & activist, consent vs. consult

 Immigration: “inevitable surprise”, Europe, Brexit, US

Economic

 State Capitalism

 Market Concentration & Reduced Competition: network effects for tech giants

 Disruptive Business Models: Uber, Costco, Amazon, Fintech, Bitcoin



Technology

 Ubiquitous information – smart phones

 Genetics – human interventions – CRISP-R gene splicing

 Energy – Tesla & batteries

 AI & Blockchain 

Social

 Values – social tolerance, gender identity, abortion, LGBTQ+

Driving Forces
What new forces have emerged since 2011?

 Values – social tolerance, gender identity, abortion, LGBTQ+

 Health – contagious diseases, drug resistant bacteria, mutating viruses

 Housing – affordable, homelessness

 Religion – decline in organized religion, increased religious strife

Environmental

 Climate change – intensity & polarization of debate

 NIMBYism – local & global impacts



Critical Uncertainties - 2011

 Values: Individual Rights vs. Common Good

 Climate Change: Technical vs. Societal

 Governance: Control vs. Sharing Power

 Learning Capacity: Learning and Innovating

 Human Wellbeing: Caring vs. Consumption



Societal Values

Individual 
Rights 

Responsibilities

Common
Good
Social

Responsibility

Individual Freedom
Risky Behaviours

Security & Order
Public Health

Societal Values

What do we value in our society?

Risky Behaviours
Low Taxes

Property Rights
NIMBY
Privacy

Health Access
Entrepreneur

Public Health
Pensions

Expropriation
Police Checks
Public Health
Regulations

How will individual rights and responsibilities 

be balanced with societal goods and expectations?



Climate Change

Technical
Compliant

How do we approach climate change / environmental issues?

Environmental 
Search for Solutions

Integral
Societal

Behavioural

“Problem”
Engineering

“Condition”
BehaviourEngineering

Mitigation
CCS

Manage Environment
Investment
Tradeoffs

Behaviour
Adaptation

Taxes
Manage People

Ecological Sustainability
Econ / Eco Integrated

What events could shift the balance between technical and integral 

approaches to the environment / climate change?



Governance
Can we develop new decision-making processes?

Traditional
Models
Control

Competitive
Exclusive

New 
Models
Shared

Collaborative
Inclusive

Decision - Making

Scope exceeds individual organizations capacity
Complexity overwhelms existing decision making processesComplexity overwhelms existing decision making processes

Conventional “solutions” do not apply
Vested interests preclude consensus

“Imposed solutions” ineffective
Shared governance difficult

Existing models are inadequate to deal with complex issues. 

Experiments with new models are focused on collaboration & participation. 

Leadership cannot be delegated & decisions made through process alone. 



Societal Learning
How do we increase our learning capacity as a society?

Learning CapacityProcess
Conformity
Resistant 
To Change

Rigid

Learning
Adaptive

Innovative
Risk Taking

Flexible

Resistance to Change
• Education system focused on conformity

Support of Change
• Investment in R&D• Education system focused on conformity

• Teachers not “best and brightest”
• System slow to adopt new models of learning
• Vested interests 
• Resistance to educating women 
• Organizations discourage risk taking

• Investment in R&D
• Pressure of competition
• Entrepreneurial rewards
• Understanding of learning
& innovation

“The only sustainable competitive advantage 

is the ability to learn faster than your competitors.”

Arie de Geus



Human Wellbeing
How do we enhance the human condition?

Economic focus
Standard of Living

Consumption

Social focus
Quality of Life

Caring

Search for Wellbeing

Social Context
• Fairness

Economic Context
• Growth • Fairness

• Equity
• Justice
• Ethics
• Spirituality
• Quality of Life

• Growth
• Income
• Prosperity
• Housing
• Jobs
• Standard of Living

What do we strive for in life? What gives meaning to your life?  

Could a more caring and sharing world emerge?



Some Questions  

 Are there other trends and forces we need to 
include?

 Are there other critical uncertainties we need to 
recognize? 

 Are there signs that any of these uncertainties are  Are there signs that any of these uncertainties are 
moving to resolution?  That is, moving toward one 
pole or the other?



Final Personal Thoughts

 Leadership cannot be delegated

 Decision-making is a process but decisions are 
beyond process

 There are always unintended consequences

 Beware the search for simplicity and simplistic  Beware the search for simplicity and simplistic 
answers

 New solutions come from new perspectives

 Search for broader frames of reference



QUEST 

An Example of the Scenario Planning Process

Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow (QUEST)Quality Urban Energy Systems of Tomorrow (QUEST)

A diverse group of stakeholders from industry, the environmental 

movement, three levels of government, academia and the consulting 

community who are working together to make Canada a world leader in 

integrated community energy systems (ICES) with a view to reducing 

carbon emissions in urban areas by 50% by 2050

Note: The QUEST Scenarios Report was shared in advance of this meeting and is a public document



Define Focal Issue, Question, or Decision, and Relevant Timeframe

Identify
Driving

Identify
Critical

Develop
Plausible

Scenarios

Review Past Events & Discuss Alternative Interpretations

The Process of Scenario Development

Discuss
Implications

& Paths
Driving
Forces

Critical
Uncertainties Scenarios & Paths



Scenario Creation & the Zones of Terror

Degree of 
Complexity,
Uncertainty,
Anxiety &
Frustration

Getting to the Matrix

Uncertainties

Axes

Characteristics

Frustration

Scenario Development Workshop

Focus

Forces Storylines

Signposts



Focal Question

 Calibrates our exercise by helping us focus on the central issue 
and the timeframe that the scenarios will need to address

 Will anchor the relevance of our conversation & ideas 

Scenarios are most effective when they are

focused on a specific strategic issue and a relevant timeframe

A clear focal question:

Looking to 2028, how do we shift our paradigms to advance

the ICES concept to reduce the carbon footprint of urban areas 

and to make Canadian cities sustainable?

An example:

Coming to consensus on the focal question is beneficial



Energy 

End Use

Urban Planning 
& Development

Energy
Prices

Geopolitics

Economy & 
Investment Climate Change &

Consumer 
Expectations

Governance

QUEST - Driving Forces

End Use

in Canada

Energy
Systems

Other 
Environmental
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Investment Climate Change &
Carbon Constraints 

Technology

Demographics

Transportation
Systems



Of the driving forces identified ... 

Most 
important

Most 
uncertainCU

Critical Uncertainties

... those that are both
the most important and the most uncertain

important uncertainCU



Importance

More important driving forces will 
more significantly shape the future

Less important driving forces will 
less significantly shape the future



Uncertainty

Low Uncertainty in Future Outcomes High Uncertainty in Future Outcomes

Uncertain driving forces lead to divergent outcomes

Technological Change

“Pre-determined” “Highly Uncertain”

An example:

Reinforcing Disruptive



Urban Energy Systems

Large Scale Dominant Integrated Systems Dominant

Critical Uncertainties Example - QUEST

Carbon Constraints

Targets Met Targets Not Met 



Scenario Framework - QUEST
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Hidden Joules Integrated Systems Dominant and Targets Not Met

Despite competing priorities and conflicting signals from senior 

governments, a number of municipalities lead in initiating projects to 

increase energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions across urban systems

 Senior governments distracted by competing priorities - limited commitment to CO2 targets 
and concerns about economic impacts

 Municipal champions with grass roots support focus on projects that draw on partners, are 
affordable and manageable with respect to scope, control and risk

 Senior governments send conflicting signals (e.g., “double vision” by funding both roads and 
transit; R&D funding for specific technologies but not for municipal systems)transit; R&D funding for specific technologies but not for municipal systems)

 Barriers to diffusion of information and conflicting views on risk and role of municipalities 
hamper uptake of integrated energy system opportunities

 System becomes “stuck in transition”

 As environmental and sustainability concerns persist, energy prices remain high and 
successes in integrated energy systems gain recognition

 More municipalities adopt energy plans and push for more projects across urban systems  

 By 2028, a groundswell of initiatives for integrated urban systems is underway



Sustainable Canada

 Continued high energy prices 

 Significant shift in social values - environmental costing embraced

 Small-scale, distributed systems supported by large-scale grids as needed

 Emphasis on large emitters, buildings and mobile CO2 sources

 New paradigms about urban development in Canada and about urban energy systems

Significant shifts in social values drive and acceptance of 

environmental costing and new paradigms for urban energy systems in Canada

Integrated Systems Dominant and Targets Met

 Integrated thinking advances as does alternative energy technology to drive integrated urban 
energy system thinking

 Complementary policy, investment in education, collaboration and new business models

 Energy system (large scale and distributed) integration risks addressed

 Optimize existing investments - progressively advance and adopt new approaches and 
technologies over time to effect a system-wide transition

 By 2028, targets for a 30% reduction in CO2 emissions are achieved and Canada is on track to 
achieve a 60% reduction by 2050



Gigawatt Kings

 Strong, urgent national commitment to climate change driven by US and international 
actions

 Action oriented “fix it” mentality focuses on large scale investment solutions

 Promotion of nuclear, clean coal with carbon capture and storage, natural gas, wind, hybrid 
vehicles and mass transit  clear controllable path to achieving targets

 National initiatives with provincial variations to gain political support (e.g., technology push, 

Urgency and determination to deal with climate change as national issue

leads to increased central regulation, control and focus on large scale solutions

Large Scale Dominant and Targets Met

 National initiatives with provincial variations to gain political support (e.g., technology push, 
LEED building codes, CAFÉ standards, DSM, etc.)

 Municipalities not part of the dialogue - “told not asked”

 Large scale low carbon investments successful  national targets met 

 No expectation of behaviour change - consumer and car-oriented society - low density 
suburban development continues - resources under increasing pressure

 By 2028, targets met through massive investment - integrated urban energy systems limited



We Tried and Failed

Carbon concerns drive focus on large-scale solutions 

with little focus on small-scale solutions. When the world embraces 

alternative energy, Canada does not have the capacity to embrace the 

opportunity and remains dependent on large-scale energy systems.

 Carbon concerns, targets drive focus on predominantly large-scale emitters and silver bullet 
solutions - large-scale energy players don’t change

 Society adjusts to high energy prices with little emphasis on conservation

 Economic system does not account for long-term environmental externalities or impacts

 Consumer not engaged or willing to change behaviour - their choices are not made easy -

Large Scale Dominant and Targets Not Met

 Consumer not engaged or willing to change behaviour - their choices are not made easy -
first steps seen as the end - continued fossil fuels in transportation, sprawl, congestion

 Piecemeal approaches to integrated urban energy systems - little focus on education or R&D, 
silo-based governance and planning continues

 Environmental management falls to basic compliance - Canada seen as brown - trade barriers

 Economy flounders - growing gap between rich and poor - social tensions rise

 Financial, environmental and social degradation hampers competitiveness and limits capacity 
to embrace alternative energy forms

 By 2028, having missed its CO2  targets, Canada is at risk of falling further behind



Discussion: S2S-QUEST Case Study 

What major developments have occurred that support one or more of the 

scenarios? 

Has one scenario clearly emerged since 2008? 

What developments have occurred that were not anticipated in 2008? What developments have occurred that were not anticipated in 2008? 

If you were a decision-maker in 2008 and had the QUEST scenarios in 

hand, what policy action (e.g., legislation, regulation, programs, funding, 

etc.)  would you have proposed? How would they have worked out?



Participant Feedback & Future Applications

Open discussion of ideas of where scenario planning could be applied in Open discussion of ideas of where scenario planning could be applied in 
the future to improve complex adaptive systems.



Thank-You!


